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Avishai Cohen Trio 

  ‘ Shifting Sands ‘ 

 

Over the last twenty five years  Internationally acclaimed bassist, singer, composer 
Avishai Cohen, has grown to be one of the heavyweights of contemporary jazz, with a 
catalogue to rival those of even the most legendary in the field of jazz… and beyond. 

His captivating live performances , unique sound and  musical statement is now 
extensively  known throughout every corner of the world, attracting large live audiences, 

listeners and passionate fans. Cohen music has shaped and influenced many. 

‘Today known as a unique composer and music Influencer with no boundaries‘. 

With his new trio, Cohen will  present music from his latest celebrated trio album 
‘‘Shifting Sands ‘ (May 2022) performing brand new original compositions, alongside fan 

favourites and repertoire from his vast musical library . 

 

Shifting Sands highlights the special alchemy that Cohen’s music provides : 

fresh and expansive melodic lines, diverse and sophisticated rhythms and a musical 

elegance that only he can achieve.” 

Private soundcloud link Shifting Sands: 

https://soundcloud.com/naiveclassiquejazz/sets/avishai-cohen-trio-shifting/s-

S35fkGX2673?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing 
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Cohen, who has always distinguished himself in the past as a great promoter and 

discoverer of new, young gifted  musicians, once again Cohen brings  exceptional  talent 

with this young fresh new trio configuration , Guy Moskovich on piano and young Israeli 

drummer Roni Kaspi. 

Guy has been on Avishai radar for a few years, and at 26 years old he has already 

established himself as one of the most in-demand pianists and composers of his young 

generation in both Israel and New York City. 

Roni Kaspi, born in Israel in July 2000, recently  graduated for Berklee College of Music, 

USA. During the lockdown early in 2022 , she met Avishai Cohen, with whom she 

performed virtually on Facebook. This distant  interaction immediately developed into a 

strong musical connection, which led to her being invited to partner Avishai on tour from 

September 2020. 

Expect high emotions and wonderful interactions between the trio and  fans. 

“The stage is undoubtedly a place where Cohen feels at home, so much so that attending one          
of his live performances is probably the best way to get acquainted with his musical universe.’’ 

Avishai Cohen Trio 
 

Avishai Cohen – bass, vocals 
Guy Moskovich - piano 

Roni Kaspi  – drums 
 

“...his playing remains as jaw dropping as ever.” 

Downbeat USA 

“As a live performer, Cohen is hard to beat.” 

London Jazz, UK 

“Cohen was a brilliant band leader, rightly comfortable in front of the packed audience and 

guiding the group across a twisting, turning musical landscape. ‘ 

Izzy Blankfield / LondonJazz News 
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Other Live Performance Press - Quotes – Avishai Cohen  
 

Roni Kaspi has an exceptional pulse tempo. With her energy and mastery, this twenty-one year old 
musician gave us a remarkable solo this evening. 

Guy Moskovitch at the piano is inhabited by the spirit of jazz. His piano intros let the soulful rhythm of 
Avishai Cohen's double bass come through. There is no age limit when the three of them play together. 

They play in symbiosis and Avishai Cohen's compositions are highlighted in a masterly way. There is a 
sense of play, the deep sound of the double bass, the pleasure shared between the musicians and with 

the audience, with rapturous applause at the very end of each piece. 

Tonight, we are lucky enough to have one of the best contemporary jazz double bass composers on our 
doorstep for an intense evening. 

Jazz Rhone Alpes – Concert Grenoble  

 
‘Cohen plays through flashes of genius: it is impressive the spectrum of sounds and 

chromaticism’s he can generate by plucking at different points and with different intensity 
each string of the double bass, or playing it like a guitar or cello with a bow.’ 

All about Jazz ( Rimini live Show ) Emmanuel di Tommaso 
 
 

‘Consistency and excellence are two of the most fundamental requisites for achieving an optimal 
career in music. The Israeli bassist and composer Avishai Cohen has maintained those standards 

for many years, and his new trio emerges with a powerful offering that should reinforce his 
status as a jazz-based titan.’ 

 
Offtopic Magazine  

 
"... A new trio line-up … "Cohen lets the bass sing and swing, but no one shows their ego's 
during this contrasting mix of modernism and bittersweet Nostalgia." 
 

W.Rosenberger, Kurier , Austria 
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‘It is incredible to witness  musicians of this calibre they raise the bar for what live jazz 
should be." 

"Concerts like this are unique and unrepeatable, and as such a privilege for the lucky ones 
present'' 

 Paulo Ribeiro da Silva, Portugal . 

 

“It's a unique and captivating blend.” The Guardian, Observer, UK 

 

 

“Voted one of the 100 Most Influential Bass Players of the 20th Century”  

Bass Player Magazine 

 

“Avishai Cohen...has carved an enviable reputation as one of the most passionately 

intelligent and powerful jazz bassists on the planet today.” Bass Guitar Magazine 

 

 “Avishai Cohen is a distinctive player: his raw energy, deft and fluid fretting style and tough, 

forceful right hand combine in one of the most readily recognizable double bass sounds in 

contemporary music.”  

All About Jazz 

"The intricacy of Cohen’s compositions … gives a depth for the listener to wallow in. Even if 

you’ve not heard any of his previous 15  or so albums, it is impossible to miss the skill and 

dexterity both as a musician and as a writer of music.” 

 

Official approved - Live video links 

https://youtu.be/T-qdcepkNd0 

‘Cha Cha Rom’ @Jazz à Vienne  July 2021 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-qdcepkNd0 

‘Seven Seas’ Live @ Marseille Jazz des Cinq Continents July 2021 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgYUGkKg5iw 

‘intertwined’ @Arte Concert  
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Contacts 

 

Publicity and Press Enquiries :   Personal Manager 
Inge De Pauw     Ray Jefford  
Email: inge@avishaicohen.com    Email : management@avishaicohen.com 
Tel: +32 473 123237    Tel: +44 (0) 7816 921 753 
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